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Georgia Boot’s Whitemarsh Collection Perfect for the Farm and Ranch
NELSONVILLE, Ohio – Georgia Boot has taken the popular duck boot and
given it a rugged touch to create the Whitemarsh collection.
“These boots are a great combination of utility and style,” said Jordan Gottke,
marketing manager for Georgia Boot. “They are everything you need in a pair of
farm boots without losing the stylish look consumers have come to expect from
Georgia Boot. These boots should be a hit for years to come.”
Developed with the agricultural consumer in mind, the Whitemarsh collection
features a pebbled full-grain leather upper with channel grooves on the toe to
funnel water off the boot. The vulcanized rubber outsole of traditional duck
boots has been replaced with an aggressive, durable rubber that is oil and slip
resistant with self-cleaning lugs for added traction.
The boots have a removable polyurethane Georgia footbed for supreme
comfort and also include the Georgia Waterproof System to keep feet dry in
even the worst conditions.
The Whitemarsh collection is available in eight-inch and pull-on styles. The
eight-inch style includes lace-locking hooks for additional stability. Retail prices
range from $139.99 to $149.99.
For 75 years, Georgia Boot® has been a leader in
the work footwear market. Based in Nelsonville,
Ohio, the company manufactures and markets
quality work and outdoor footwear. The company's
products are available in nearly 3,000 retail and
catalog outlets. It is a division of Rocky Brands, a
publicly traded company on NASDAQ® under the
symbol: RCKY. For more information visit follow us
on Twitter, @GeorgiaBoot, or Facebook facebook.com/GeorgiaBoot.
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Georgia Whitemarsh Specs:







Pebbled full-grain leather
Georgia Waterproof System
Lace locking top hooks
Removable PU Georgia footbed
Flexible PU midsole
Self-cleaning oil and slip resistant
gum rubber outsole
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